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Abstract
Railway tracks are conventionally built on compacted ballast and structural fill layers placed above the
natural (subgrade) foundation. However, during train operations, track deteriorations occur progressively
due to ballast degradation. The associated track deformation is usually accompanied by a reduction in
both load bearing capacity and drainage, apart from imposing frequent track maintenance. Suitable
ground improvement techniques involving plastic inclusions (e.g., geogrids) and energy absorbing
materials (e.g., rubber products) to enhance the stability and longevity of tracks have become increasingly
popular. This paper presents the outcomes from innovative research and development measures into the
use of plastic and rubber elements in rail tracks undertaken at the University of Wollongong, Australia,
over the past twenty years. The results obtained from laboratory tests, mathematical modelling and
numerical modelling reveal that track performance can be improved significantly by using geogrid and
energy absorbing rubber products (e.g., rubber crumbs, waste tire-cell and rubber mats). Test results
show that the addition of rubber materials can efficiently improve the energy absorption of the structural
layer and also reduce ballast breakage. Furthermore, by incorporating the work input parameters, the
energy absorbing property of the newly developed synthetic capping layer is captured by correct
modelling of dilatancy. In addition, the laboratory behavior of tire cells and geogrids has been validated by
numerical modelling (i.e., Finite Element Modelling-FEM, Discrete Element-DEM), and a coupled DEM-FEM
modelling approach is also introduced to simulate ballast deformation.
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Abstract: Railway tracks are conventionally built on compacted ballast and structural fill layers placed
above the natural (subgrade) foundation. However, during train operations, track deteriorations occur
progressively due to ballast degradation. The associated track deformation is usually accompanied
by a reduction in both load bearing capacity and drainage, apart from imposing frequent track
maintenance. Suitable ground improvement techniques involving plastic inclusions (e.g., geogrids)
and energy absorbing materials (e.g., rubber products) to enhance the stability and longevity of
tracks have become increasingly popular. This paper presents the outcomes from innovative research
and development measures into the use of plastic and rubber elements in rail tracks undertaken
at the University of Wollongong, Australia, over the past twenty years. The results obtained from
laboratory tests, mathematical modelling and numerical modelling reveal that track performance
can be improved significantly by using geogrid and energy absorbing rubber products (e.g., rubber
crumbs, waste tire-cell and rubber mats). Test results show that the addition of rubber materials can
efficiently improve the energy absorption of the structural layer and also reduce ballast breakage.
Furthermore, by incorporating the work input parameters, the energy absorbing property of the
newly developed synthetic capping layer is captured by correct modelling of dilatancy. In addition,
the laboratory behavior of tire cells and geogrids has been validated by numerical modelling (i.e.,
Finite Element Modelling-FEM, Discrete Element—DEM), and a coupled DEM-FEM modelling
approach is also introduced to simulate ballast deformation.
Keywords: ballast; geogrid; rubber inclusions; energy absorbing materials; mathematical modelling;
finite element modelling; discrete element modelling

1. Introduction
Railways are one of the most popular and important modes for transporting freight and passengers
worldwide, of which Australia is one of the countries who has the longest heavy haul trains from
3–5 km long with axle loads up to 40 tons [1]. These heavy haul ballasted tracks need upgrade
because they are expected to withstand heavier track-induced stresses and higher speeds for enhanced
productivity in agriculture and mining sectors. The ballast layer is performed as a load bearing
platform installed beneath the sleepers and above the sub-ballast (capping) and subgrade layer.
It usually consists of medium to coarse gravel sized aggregates and a limited percentage of cobble-size
particles with free drainage properties [2,3].
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During train operations the track progressively deteriorates due to: (i) the lateral spreading
and settlement of ballast or sub-ballast layers because of inadequate confinement [2,4]; (ii) ballast
deteriorations caused by breakage of sharp edges and angular corners, the intrusion of fine particles,
and mud-pumping from the layers of soft soil lying below, all of which seriously compromise its
particle angularity, shear strength and hydraulic conductivity [2,5–7]. Such track deterioration leads to
costly and frequent maintenance, especially when the heavy haul tracks undergo heavier axle loads
and higher speeds [8,9]; for example, in New South Wales, Australia alone the cost of track maintenance
for ballast-related work is estimated to be around 14–15 million dollars per year [10]. In addition to the
repeated loads exerted by moving wheels, rail structures are commonly subject to dynamic impact
forces of high magnitude produced by rail irregularities (e.g., corrugations, imperfect welds, rail dips)
as well as imperfections such as wheel flats. These impact forces can likewise be generated at transition
zones involving abrupt variations of vertical track stiffness, such as at the approaches to tunnels,
bridge or viaduct and level crossings, or where there is a sudden change from conventional ballast to
slab track intensifying ballast breakage and adversely affecting track stability [11–15]. One potential
method of enhancing the substructure capacity to withstand the large cyclic and impact loads induced
by fast-moving heavy-haul trains is to improve the performance of the ballast layer using plastic (e.g.,
geogrids) and rubber inclusions (e.g., rubber mat, tire cell, and rubber crumbs) [2,11–30].
The high damping properties of rubber materials have made them a promising inclusion for rail
track as to enhance the energy absorbing characteristics of rail tracks, as well as reduce noise, vibration,
ballast degradation and impact damage to track components [11–30]. Since these rubber materials
can be made from end-of-life tires, they are environmentally friendly and economically attractive,
promoting optimism and exploration into the potential use of rubber materials in rail foundations.
Several types of rubber inclusions are used in rail foundations: (i) rail pads (i.e., placed between the rail
and sleeper interfaces), (ii) under sleeper pads (USP) installed at the interfaces of the sleeper and ballast,
(iii) under ballast mats (UBM) placed beneath the ballast, (iv) rubber crumbs or shreds mixed with
ballast, (v) tire cells installed in the capping layer, and (vi) a synthetic-energy-absorbing-layer (SEAL),
i.e., a mixture of rubber crumbs and other waste materials [4,19–26]. It was found that the under ballast
mats can reduce overall ballast degradation by around 25–45%, and reduce the vertical plastic strain by
around 10–20% and the lateral strain of ballast by around 5–10% [20]. Indraratna et al. [4] indicate that
tire cells installed in the capping layer that are infilled with crushed basalt can provide considerable
lateral confinement and reduce vertical settlement by approximately 10–12 mm in comparison to an
unconfined capping layer. Sol-Sanchez et al. [26] state that mixing 10% rubber crumbs (by volume) with
ballast can reduce ballast degradation efficiently and help the ballast layer to dissipate more energy.
Indraratna et al. [19] developed a synthetic energy absorbing capping layer by optimizing the mixtures
of mining waste (i.e., steel furnace slag and coal wash) and rubber crumbs; the resulting optimal waste
matrix has a higher energy absorbing capacity and permeability than traditional sub-ballast materials,
as well as acceptable shear strength and deformation.
Geogrids have long been regarded as an effective method of stabilizing ballast because they
provide reinforcement and additional confining pressure. The reinforcement effect of geogrids is
generally due to the tensile strains generated in the geogrids as the geogrid and ballast particles
interlock [31–34]; this is how geogrids provide vertical and lateral confinement to the ballast grains
and thus reduce its deformation [32,35].
Although comprehensive laboratory investigations of plastic and rubber inclusions in rail tracks
have been carried out, there are still a lot of challenges remaining of these studies, e.g., mathematic
insight to rubber-blended mixtures. Laboratory investigations on geogrid-ballast interaction under
impact loading conditions are also required to better understand the effectiveness of geogrids in rail
tracks and to improve existing design guidelines. Moreover, numerical modelling of capping layers
confined by tire cells, deformation and degradation behavior of ballast reinforced with geogrid, and
cyclic densification of ballast and subsequent deformation upon loading is limited. Even fewer studies
are found on the coupled DEM-FEM analysis. In this paper, the influence of adding rubber crumbs
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(RC) on the stress-strain behavior and energy absorption property of the waste matrix is described.
A dilatancy model for these waste mixtures to capture the effect of RC and their energy absorbing
properties is also developed. A large-scale drop-weight impact test device is used to investigate ballast
behavior under impact loading and to analyze the role of geogrids and rubber mats in mitigating
ballast damage under successive impacts. Moreover, FEM analysis of a capping layer confined by tire
cells and a DEM simulation of ballast reinforced by geogrid are also described. At the end, a coupled
DEM-FEM modelling approach is also introduced to examine the load and deformation behavior
of ballast.
2. A Dilatancy Model for a Synthetic Energy Absorbing Layer (SEAL) for Sub-Ballast
2.1. Laboratory Study of the Waste Matrix
2.1.1. Materials and Test Program
Three types of waste granular materials, i.e., steel furnace slag (SFS), coal wash (CW) and
rubber crumbs (RC) were mixed to develop a SEAL layer for railway sub-ballast. The granular
SFS (specific gravity, Gs = 3.3) came from Australia Steel Milling Services and consists mainly of
prismoidal/cuboidal particles with strong interlocking properties. The softer CW (Gs = 2.11) from
Illawarra Coal is usually a random blend of both angular and relatively flaky grains with dual porosity,
and the RC (Gs = 1.15) is derived from waste tires. To achieve the target particle size distribution
(PSD) curves of the waste matrix for this study, the RC consisting of three different sizes (0–2.3 mm,
0.3–3 mm, and 1–7 mm) were used. PSD of SFS, CW, RC and the target PSD for the waste matrix are
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution curves of SFS, CW, RC and the target PSD of the waste matrix

Figure 1. Particle size distribution curves of SFS, CW, RC and the target PSD of the waste matrix
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Table 1. Optimum moisture content and maximum dry density of the waste mixtures.

Waste Matrix
SFS:CW = 7:3, 0% RC
SFS:CW = 7:3, 10% RC

𝜸𝒅𝒎𝒂𝒙 (𝐤𝐍⁄𝐦𝟑 )
18.60
16.45

OMC (%)
12.5
13
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Table 1. The maximum dry density of the waste matrix decreases as the rubber content increases due
to the relatively low unit weight of rubber.
Table 1. Optimum moisture content and maximum dry density of the waste mixtures.
Waste Matrix

γdmax (kN/m3 )

OMC (%)

SFS:CW = 7:3, 0% RC
SFS:CW = 7:3, 10% RC
SFS:CW = 7:3, 20% RC
SFS:CW = 7:3, 30% RC
SFS:CW = 7:3, 40% RC

18.60
16.45
14.70
13.28
12.1

12.5
13
15
13.5
15

A series of consolidated drained triaxial tests were carried out according to ASTM D7181 [36]
consisting of three main stages, i.e., saturation, consolidation, and shearing. Details of these test
procedure have been explained elsewhere by Indraratna et al. [19]. Note that three different effective
confining pressures at a low level (i.e., σ0 3 = 10, 40, and 70 kPa) were used during consolidation
and shearing to simulate typical field conditions of railway sub-ballast in the towns of Bulli and
Singleton [1,11]. Once the tests were complete, sieving was carried out to examine the particle
breakage caused by shearing. The test results were corrected according to membrane correction
obtained under a confining pressure of σ0 3 = 10 kPa, but it was ignored for higher confining pressures
where the error becomes less than 3% [19,37].
2.1.2. Test Results
The typical stress-strain curves of SFS+CW+RC mixtures obtained from the static triaxial tests are
presented in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows that the inclusion of RC reduces the peak stress ratio of the waste
matrix under the same effective confining pressure (i.e., σ0 3 = 40 kPa); this is due to the lower shear
strength of rubber materials in comparison to SFS and CW. Moreover, as Rb (%) increases, the strain
softening phenomenon after the peak stress ratio is weakened, and the axial strain ε 1 corresponding
to the peak stress ratio increases. This indicates that the waste matrix changes from brittle to ductile,
which indicates a definite advantage for using rubber in the waste matrix as sub-ballast. Its higher
ductility can prevent abrupt failure and allow the waste matrix to undergo larger plastic deformation
before failure. As expected, the specimen becomes more contractive when more RC is involved, there
is around 4% compression of volumetric strain for the SFS+CW+RC matrix containing 40% RC.
Figure 2b shows the stress-strain behavior of the waste matrix having Rb = 40% under different
effective confining pressures. Note that with a certain amount of RC (i.e., Rb = 40%), the waste
matrix tends to contract more and the peak stress ratio decreases when the effective confining
pressure increases.
The energy absorption characteristics of the waste matrix can be evaluated by the strain energy
density, the area under the shear stress-strain curve up to failure (Figure 3a) as defined by:
E=

Z γ
f
0

τdγ

(1)

where E represents the strain energy density (kPa), γ f refers to the shear strain (dimensionless)
corresponding to the failure point, and τ is the shear strength (kPa). Failure here refers to the point
when the specimen reaches the peak deviator stress under the monotonic triaxial conditions suggested
by Kim and Santamarina [38] for soil-rubber mixtures.
In Figure 3a the shaded area under the shear stress-strain curves represents the strain energy
density of the waste matrix having: Rb = 0, 10 and 20%. There is a sharp increase in the shaded area
when 10% of RC is added to the waste matrix, and this reflects the high energy absorbed by rubber
materials. However, when more RC is included, only a marginal increase in the strain energy density
is observed (Figure 3b). This is because the increase in ductility is compromised by the decrease

changes from brittle to ductile, which indicates a definite advantage for using rubber in the waste
matrix as sub-ballast. Its higher ductility can prevent abrupt failure and allow the waste matrix to
undergo larger plastic deformation before failure. As expected, the specimen becomes more
contractive when more RC is involved, there is around 4% compression of volumetric strain for the
SFS+CW+RC matrix containing 40% RC.
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The ballast breakage index (BI) first proposed by Indraratna et al. [39] is another method for
evaluating the influence that 𝑅 (%) has on the energy absorbing characteristics of the waste matrix.
Moreover, particle breakage of subballast will generate more fine particles and change the particle
size distribution of the materials, and then adversely affect the filtration and drainage functions of
the subballast layer. As coal wash (CW) has a very high particle breakage potential, the breakage
index is also a pertinent parameter of the synthetic energy absorbing layer (SEAL). Figure 4 shows
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The ballast breakage index (BI) first proposed by Indraratna et al. [39] is another method for
evaluating the influence that Rb (%) has on the energy absorbing characteristics of the waste matrix.
Moreover, particle breakage of subballast will generate more fine particles and change the particle
size distribution of the materials, and then adversely affect the filtration and drainage functions of the
subballast layer. As coal wash (CW) has a very high particle breakage potential, the breakage index
is also a pertinent parameter of the synthetic energy absorbing layer (SEAL). Figure 4 shows the BI
index of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different amounts of RC after shearing under different effective
confining pressures, and it decreases significantly with the addition of RC. When Rb ≥ 10%, BI is
similar or less than traditional subballast tested by Indraratna et al. [19]. When RC contents increase
to 30–40%, the particle breakage of the waste mixtures is ignorable. This is attributed to the high
energy absorbing capacity of rubber materials that can buffer the loads as the rubber crumbs deform,
and in this way help reduce the breakage of CW. This further indicates that installing a synthetic
energy absorbing layer in a rail track will certainly assist in reducing particle degradation and increase
track longevity.
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through the test results; (2) for a waste matrix having 𝑅 ≥ 20%, the critical state parameters are
the maximum axial strain that can be reached in most laboratory conditions, hence, extrapolation is
obtained by extrapolating the stress ratio-strain curves and stress ratio-dilatancy curves. All the
critical state parameters are shown in Table 2.
As with other granular materials, the critical line in 𝑒 − 𝑝′ space is a linear relationship for each
SFS+CW+RC mixture (Figure 5a):
(3)
𝑒 = Γ − 𝜆 ln 𝑝′
where Γ is the void ratio corresponding to 𝑝′ = 1 𝑘𝑃𝑎, and 𝜆 represents the gradient of the
critical state line in 𝑒 − 𝑝′ space. It is interesting to find that the critical state lines for the waste matrix
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often required to obtain the critical state parameters. In this study, the critical state parameters, i.e., the
critical state ratio (Mcs ) and the critical void ratio (ecs ) are determined by two methods: (1) for a waste
matrix having Rb < 20%, the critical state parameters are directly obtained through the test results; (2)
for a waste matrix having Rb ≥ 20%, the critical state parameters are obtained by extrapolating the
stress ratio-strain curves and stress ratio-dilatancy curves. All the critical state parameters are shown
in Table 2.
As with other granular materials, the critical line in e − p0 space is a linear relationship for each
SFS+CW+RC mixture (Figure 5a):
ecs = Γ − λ ln p0 cs
(3)
where Γ is the void ratio corresponding to p0 cs = 1 kPa, and λ represents the gradient of the critical
state line in e − p0 space. It is interesting to find that the critical state lines for the waste matrix in e − p0
plane rotate clockwise as Rb increases indicating the calibration parameters Γ and λ have a special
relationship with Rb . This special relationship is found to be linear (Figure 5b), as shown below:
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Table 2. Dilatancy model parameters for SFS+CW+RC mixtures [43].
𝝈𝟑

𝒆
𝑴
Mixtures
Mixtures
σ 3 (kPa)(kPa)Mcs 𝒄𝒔 ecs 𝒄𝒔
0

10
= 7:3, = 7:3,
SFS:CWSFS:CW
40
0% RC 0% RC
70
10
SFS:CWSFS:CW
= 7:3, = 7:3,
40
10% RC 10% RC
70
10
SFS:CWSFS:CW
= 7:3, = 7:3,
40
20% RC20% RC
70
10
SFS:CWSFS:CW
= 7:3, = 7:3,
40
30% RC30% RC
70
10
SFS:CWSFS:CW
= 7:3, = 7:3,
40
40% RC40% RC
70

10
40
70
10
40
70
10
40
70
10
40
70
10
40
70

0.395
1.941.94 0.395
1.801.80 0.328
0.328
1.741.74 0.281
0.281
0.395
2.012.01 0.395
1.611.61 0.292
0.292
1.551.55 0.235
0.235
1.981.98 0.416
0.416
1.551.55 0.263
0.263
1.511.51 0.198
0.198
2.0 2.0 0.401
0.401
1.611.61 0.236
0.236
1.481.48 0.162
0.162
1.8 1.8 0.390
0.390
1.5 1.5 0.216
0.216
1.43
0.148
1.43 0.148

𝑾𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍

m
W(kPa)
total (kPa)
2.18
2.18
9.02
9.02
10.79
10.79
4.84
4.84
14.80
14.80
31.18
31.18
5.95
5.95
18.66
18.66
33.82
33.82
5.46
5.46
21.93
21.93
38.58
38.58
5.81
5.81
23.28
23.28
42.74
42.74

m

𝒅𝟎

d0 𝚪

−0.659
3.307 3.307
−0.659
−0.876
0.61
−0.876
3.119 3.119
−1.30−1.303.03 3.03
−0.46−0.462.95 2.95
0.74
−2.15−2.152.17 2.17
−2.86−2.861.83 1.83
−0.53−0.535.12 5.12
0.89
−2.98−2.982.18 2.18
−5.29−5.293.19 3.19
−0.93−0.933.80 3.80
0.94
−2.36−2.363.29 3.29
−4.16−4.162.49 2.49
−0.556
−0.556
6.014 6.014
−2.819
1.01
−2.819
2.325 2.325
−4.307
2.890
−4.307
2.890

Γ𝝀

λ

0.062 0.062
0.61

0.74
0.101 0.101

0.89
0.141 0.141

0.94
0.159 0.159

1.01
0.183 0.183

The critical stress ratio 𝑀 for each SFS+CW+RC mixture under different effective confining
pressures is not unique, and it changes with 𝑅 and 𝜎′ . Considering that the strain energy density
is also influenced by 𝑅 and 𝜎′ , these two parameters may somehow be related to each other.
However, the critical state reflects the state of soil where there are no increments in the deviator stress
𝑞 and mean effective stress 𝑝′ upon further straining; this specific point only occurs after all the
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The critical stress ratio Mcs for each SFS+CW+RC mixture under different effective confining
pressures is not unique, and it changes with Rb and σ0 3 . Considering that the strain energy density is
also influenced by Rb and σ0 3 , these two parameters may somehow be related to each other. However,
the critical state reflects the state of soil where there are no increments in the deviator stress q and
mean effective stress p0 upon further straining; this specific point only occurs after all the energy input
or absorbed by the soil has worked on the sample. Therefore, the total work input Wtotal is a more
comprehensive indicator for Mcs than the strain energy density that only reflects the energy input by
the shear stress. Previous studies such as Chavez & Alonso [44] also use the work input to capture the
influence of suction and confining pressure on the critical state ratio of rockfill. Here, the increment of
energy input equates to the incremental work done by the applied stresses q and p0 :
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2.3.Dilatancy
DilatancyModelling
Modelling
2.3.
The stress-dilatancy
is one
the of
fundamental
conceptualconceptual
ideas in soilideas
geomechanics.
The
stress-dilatancyrelationship
relationship
is of
one
the fundamental
in soil
It aims to model
the stress
behavior
of soilsbehavior
when dilation
response
to shear
deformation
[45].
geomechanics.
It aims
to model
the stress
of soilsoccurs
when in
dilation
occurs
in response
to shear
deformation [45]. In other words, the dilatancy of soil represents the state corresponding to soil
density and stress conditions. To incorporate the effect of soil density and stress conditions on the
deformation of soils, Been and Jefferies [46] introduce a state parameter 𝜓 which refers to the
difference between the current void ratio and the critical void ratio at the same pressure:
(8)
𝜓 = 𝑒−𝑒
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In other words, the dilatancy of soil represents the state corresponding to soil density and stress
conditions. To incorporate the effect of soil density and stress conditions on the deformation of soils,
Been and Jefferies [46] introduce a state parameter ψ which refers to the difference between the current
void ratio and the critical void ratio at the same pressure:
ψ = e − ecs

(8)

By considering the relationship between the critical void ratio and amount of RC, the state
parameter ψ can be modified by substituting Equations (3)–(5) into Equation (8), thus:
ψ∗ = e − Γ∗ − λ∗ ln p0 CS



(9)

By following Li and Dafalias [47], the dilatancy of soil d is associated with the state parameter,
and is expressed by:


p
dε v
η
mψ∗
d = p = d0 e
− ∗
(10)
Mcs
dε q
∗ is the critical stress ratio modified with W
where d0 and m are two material parameters, Mcs
total , and
∗
ψ is the state parameter modified with Rb (%).
Parameter m can be obtained based on the phase transformation state (PTS) where the samples
∗ , and the stress ratio η = η
change from contractive to dilative, i.e., d = 0, ψ∗ = ψPTS
PTS . Hence,

m=

1
∗
ψPTS



η
ln PTS
∗
Mcs


(11)

The dilatancy parameter d0 can be computed according to the peak deviator stress point, i.e.,
d = d peak , ψ∗ = ψ∗ peak , and the stress ratio η = η peak . Thus,
d0 = 

d peak
e

mψ∗ peak

−

η peak
∗
Mcs



(12)

The values of the dilatancy parameters are shown in Table 2. Figure 7a–d shows the comparison
between the dilatancy model predictions and the test results for SFS+CW+RC mixtures. It can be
observed that the model captures the overall stress-dilatancy relationship of the waste matrix very
well. It is noteworthy that the dilatancy decreases when Rb or σ0 3 increases, and all the specimens
experience a hook after the peak stress ratio. By incorporating the modified critical state parameters
with Rb and Wtotal this dilatancy can incorporate the influence of adding RC and the energy absorbing
property of the waste matrix.

The values of the dilatancy parameters are shown in Table 2. Figure 7a–d shows the comparison
between the dilatancy model predictions and the test results for SFS+CW+RC mixtures. It can be
observed that the model captures the overall stress-dilatancy relationship of the waste matrix very
well. It is noteworthy that the dilatancy decreases when 𝑅 or 𝜎′ increases, and all the specimens
experience a hook after the peak stress ratio. By incorporating the modified critical state parameters
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3. Laboratory Investigation for Geogrid-Reinforced Ballast

3. Laboratory Investigation for Geogrid-Reinforced Ballast
3.1. Materials and Methods
The role of geogrids in improving ballast degradation and deformation behavior under impact
loading conditions was assessed using a large drop-weight impact test facility designed and built at
UOW [48]. The apparatus consists of a free-fall hammer (590 kg in mass) which can be released from
any height up to 6 m. A 150 mm drop height was adopted in this study to generate dynamic stresses
simulating typical wheel defects [11]. The impact force versus time during each blow was monitored
by a dynamic load cell, whereas the specimen axial and radial strains were estimated through manual
measurements. Each test consisted of a total of 12 blows, after which the incremental deformations
of ballast were almost negligible. The resulting breakage was then characterized using the Ballast
Breakage Index (BBI) originally introduced by Indraratna et al. [39].
Test specimens were prepared inside a 300 mm diameter cylindrical rubber membrane with
relatively high thickness (7 mm) to avoid piercing by sharp aggregates under the applied loads.
First, a sub-ballast layer consisting of a mixture of sand and gravel was poured and compacted
in dry conditions to a target unit weight, γ = 19 kN/m3 in two layers 75 mm thick. The ballast
aggregates were then placed on top of the sub-ballast mass and compacted in three 100 mm thick
layers (γ = 15.3 kN/m3 ) using a vibratory hammer. To enable the analysis of aggregate breakage
throughout the depth, each of the three individual layers were color-coded.
The geogrid used in the current study consists of a laid and welded biaxial geogrid manufactured
from polypropylene with 31 mm × 31 mm apertures, with a peak tensile strength of 40 kN/m and
corresponding elongation of 8%. The test program (Table 3) involved ballast specimens with and
without geogrid reinforcement. The position of placement of the geogrid was varied (i.e., either at
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the bottom of the ballast layer or at a distance of 100 mm from the bottom) to analyze its potential
effect on ballast response. To investigate the effectiveness of a coupled geogrid-rubber mat solution,
an additional test was performed in which three rubber mat layers with individual thickness of 10 mm
were placed on top of the ballast layer, and simultaneously a geogrid sheet was installed at a height of
100 mm.
Table 3. Impact test program.
Test

Geogrid

Rubber Mat

T1
T2
T3
T4

N/A
Base of ballast
Within ballast
Within ballast

N/A
N/A
N/A
Top of ballast

3.2. Test Results

400

90

350

80

Impact force, P2 (kN)

Impact force (kN)

Figure 8a presents the impact force variation with time in the first and last blows of test T1,
where two different types of force peaks can be observed, namely, multiple high-frequency peaks
acting for a very short duration (generally termed as P1 force), followed by a lower magnitude peak
that remains for a longer duration (known as the P2 force) [49]. P1 forces occur immediately after
impact as a quasi-instantaneous reaction of the specimen to the shock, whereby the various peaks
are attributed to the hammer rebound. The effects of P1 forces are mostly filtered out by the load
assembly, and thus they are unlike to cause ballast degradation [50]. In turn, P2 forces are related to
the mechanical resistance of the ballast layer against the shock, leading to its significant deformation.
Hence, the forces P2 are of greater relevance concerning track substructure deterioration (e.g., [51])
and should be controlled in order to ensure the safety of the track system.
Figure 8b compares the values of P2 measured in tests T1 to T4 throughout the repeated impact
blows. It can be concluded that P2 forces exhibited a consistent increasing trend along the tests. Indeed,
with successive blows, the ballast mass becomes denser as a result of the reorientation and breakage
of particles. A denser ballast assembly provides greater inertial resistance producing larger P2 forces.
This finding suggests that the impact forces generated in a newly laid track may be of lower magnitude
Geosciences
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The permanent axial and radial strains of ballast measured during testing are plotted in Figure
9.
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stiff soil layer (i.e., sub-ballast layer). Furthermore, installing rubber mats at the top of the load-bearing
when the geogrid is placed over a stiff soil layer (i.e., sub-ballast layer). Furthermore, installing rubber
ballast and a geogrid within the ballast assembly further enhances the ballast deformation response.
mats at the top of the load-bearing ballast and a geogrid within the ballast assembly further enhances
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values corresponding to the whole (300 mm thick) ballast sample (BBI global). The BBI values ranged
values corresponding to the whole (300 mm thick) ballast sample (BBI global). The BBI values ranged
from 0.072 to 0.190 and were generally consistent with those obtained in a field trial carried out in
the town of Singleton [52] for samples collected prior to track maintenance. Except for the test T4, in
which three rubber mats layers were placed at the top of the ballast aggregates, the aggregate breakage
was more severe in the uppermost ballast layer and tended to reduce with depth. In general, when all
three layers are considered, geogrid-reinforced ballast (tests T2 and T3) experienced less breakage than
unreinforced ballast (test T1). Similar to what was concluded regarding the ballast strains, installing
the geogrid within the ballast layer resulted in a superior overall performance (i.e., lower BBI global
value) when compared with the geogrid placed at the sub-ballast-ballast interface, which ensures more
effective geogrid-ballast interlocking on both sides of the reinforcement. Comparing the results from
tests T3 and T4, it is evident that the overall BBI value decreased significantly (28%) by the inclusion of
rubber mats at the top of the ballast layer, which is associated with the reduction of the impact forces
P2 . Therefore, the simultaneous use of geogrids and rubber mats (i.e., under sleeper pads) as examined
in this study can be an effective way of minimizing ballast deterioration under repeated impact loads,
with significant benefits for enhanced track stability and extended maintenance cycles.
Table 4. Quantification of ballast breakage using the BBI.
Test

BBI (Global)

BBI (Top)

BBI (Middle)

BBI (Bottom)

T1
T2
T3
T4

0.150
0.141
0.130
0.093

0.187
0.190
0.155
0.072

0.109
0.122
0.143
0.107

0.155
0.111
0.091
0.100
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4. Finite Modelling on Tire Cell
4.1. Laboratory Investigation
Waste tires have a 3D cylindrical form, so they can be used to reinforce track foundations by
enhancing the bearing capacity and reducing the deformation of ballasted track embankments. Recent
research at the University of Wollongong on the use of the infilled scrap tires tested them as a ‘unit
cell’ in the track process simulation testing apparatus (TPSTA) designed and built in-house to simulate
actual field track conditions (Figure 10). The materials tested in the laboratory consist of ballast (i.e.,
coarse, angular grains, size = 10–60 mm), capping (crushed basalt, size = 0.3–20mm), structural fill
and a scrap tire cell. The used car tire cell (with one side wall removed) had an outside diameter of
580 mm, a rim diameter of 330 mm, and a width of 150 mm. A predetermined amount of ballast (by
weight) was compacted inside the tires to a thickness of 150 mm to obtain a representative unit weight
of about 15.5 kN/m3 . Compaction was carried out using a hand-held vibratory hammer.
Laboratory tests were carried out at the University of Wollongong up to 500,000 load cycles to
simulate heavy haul freight trains of 30-ton axle load under a frequency of f = 10 Hz. Details of
these laboratory tests were presented previously by Indraratna et al. [4]. They highlight that tire
reinforcement significantly reduces the deformation of ballast and also reduces lateral displacement.
These experiments prove that rubber tires increase the stiffness of the sub-ballast (capping) layer
by more than 50%, and moreover, the inclusion of rubber tires in the capping layer helps to reduce
the stress transmitted to the subgrade. The particle size distributions of ballast samples before and
after testing show there was less ballast breakage for samples with a rubber tire cell at the sub-ballast
(capping) layer; this proves that the inclusion of tires could reduce the breakage of ballast aggregates
given the higher energy and dissipation capacity of a composite system, it also improves overall track
stability and longevity.
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track embankment is shown in Figure 11a. A 3D FEM mesh to simulate a track embankment
with recycled tires in the capping layer is shown in Figure 11b, where simulated waste tires are shown
in Figure 11c. Steel rails are supported by reinforced concrete sleepers spaced at 600 mm centers, and
these sleepers are placed directly onto the ballast layer. A typical car tire of 560 mm in diameter by 10 mm
thick is simulated, as is the geometry of the sub-structure layers of track shown in Figure 11b. The ballast,
capping and subgrade are considered to be linearly elastic-perfectly plastic materials by adopting the
Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria. The rubber tires are simulated as cylinders having the same thickness as
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with recycled tires in the capping layer is shown in Figure 11b, where simulated waste tires are
shown in Figure 11c. Steel rails are supported by reinforced concrete sleepers spaced at 600 mm
centers, and these sleepers are placed directly onto the ballast layer. A typical car tire of 560 mm in
diameter by 10 mm thick is simulated, as is the geometry of the sub-structure layers of track shown in
Figure 11b. The ballast, capping and subgrade are considered to be linearly elastic-perfectly plastic
materials by adopting the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria. The rubber tires are simulated as cylinders
having the same thickness as those tested in the laboratory. The rails and sleepers are modelled as
linear elastic materials that are much stiffer than the ballast, subgrade and rubber tires. The ballasted
track and foundation are discretized by a mesh that consists of 8-noded hexahedral elements with
reduced integration points (C3D8R). The input parameters adopted for the FEM model are presented
in Table 5 [4].
Figure 12 shows the contours of lateral displacement that occur in a sub-ballast (capping) layer
with and without recycled tires. A comparison of these contours shows that the maximum lateral
displacement of unreinforced sub-ballast (100 mm) is greater than reinforced sub-ballast (10 mm) under
similar loadings. It is believed that this additional confinement stiffens the infill-tires composite system
and makes it a more flexible mattress that enables a smaller and more uniform stress to be transmitted
to the underlying subgrade; as a result there is less lateral deformation. Track design is based mainly on
controlling the traffic and load-induced stresses on the subgrade to levels that will prevent the subgrade
from progressive shear failure and excessive plastic (irrecoverable) deformation [3]. To maintain track
profiles, the lateral displacement of ballast must be kept within certain limits. Previous studies at
UOW [37] indicated that there was an optimum range of confining pressures which minimized ballast
breakage. This range was between 15 and 65 kPa for deviator stresses of 230 kPa, but it could increase
to 50–140 kPa when the deviatoric stress had increased to 750 kPa. The minimum confining pressure
needed to reduce dilation and particle breakage was around 40–50 kPa; current Australian tracks
have confining pressures of less than about 25 kPa, and this may lead to excessive dilation to initiate
track instability.
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Table 5. Track variable values used in the FEM analysis (adopted from Indraratna et al. [8]).
Track Variable

Value

Rail Properties
Density (kg/m3 )
Young’s modulus E (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν

8000
500,000
0.27

Sleeper Properties
Geosciences 2019, 9, x FOR PEER
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(kg/m3 )
Density

Young’s modulus E (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν

2000
30,000
0.25
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Ballast Layer
Density (kg/m3 )
Young’s modulus E (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν
Internal angle of friction, φ (degrees)
Angle of dilation, ψ (degrees)
Cohesion, c (kPa)
Thickness (m)

1530
200
0.3
45
15
1
0.35

Capping Layer
Density (kg/m3 )
Young’s modulus E (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν
Internal angle of friction, ∅ (degrees)
Angle of dilation, ψ (degrees)
Cohesion, c (kPa)

2100
140
0.3
39
15
1

Subgrade Layer
Density (kg/m3 )
Young’s modulus E (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν

1700
20
0.35

Tire Properties
Density (kg/m3 )
Young’s modulus E (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν

1500
750
0.35

Wheel Load
Static wheel load (kN)
122.5
Train Speed (km/h)
100
Figure 11. FEM modelling
for
rubber
tire-reinforced
capping
layer:
Dynamic amplification factor (DAF)
1.54 (a) Track geometry with rubber
tires reinforced capping
layer;
(b) load
FEM (kN)
mesh of ballasted railway188.2
track; (c) FEM mesh of rubber tires
Dynamic
wheel
(modified after Indraratna et al. [8]).

Figure 12. Lateral displacements in the sub-ballast: (a) without rubber tires and (b) with rubber tires

Figure 12. Lateral displacements in the sub-ballast: (a) without rubber tires and (b) with rubber tires
(modified after Indraratna et al. [8]).
(modified after Indraratna et al. [8]).
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5. DEM Modelling for Geogrid-Reinforced Ballast
The discrete element method (DEM) first introduced by Cundall and Strack [53] is commonly
used to study the micro-mechanical behavior of granular assemblies. Unlike the continuum approach
(e.g., finite element method—FEM), DEM can simulate discrete particles having irregular shapes, and
different sizes and varied angularity, and it can capture particle breakages that are unlikely to be
modelled by the FEM approach [54–57]. DEM treats the interactions of discrete grains as dynamic
processes by considering the balance of internal forces. The calculations executed in DEM adopt
Newton’s second law for particles to particles and the force-displacement law at the contacts [33,58].
The force-displacement law derives the contact force acting on two particles in contact to the relative
displacement between them [59]. If grain B with a radius R[ B] is in contact with grain A with radius
R[ A] (Figure 13), or in contact with walls, the particle penetration depth (overlapping) (U n ) can be
calculated from:
(
R[ A] + R[ B] − d, (particles to particles)
n
U =
(13)
R[ B] − d, (particles to walls)
where, d: distance between the particle to particle centres, determined as:
[ B]
xi

d=

[ A]
− xi

=

r

[ B]

xi

[ A]

− xi



[ B]

xi

[ A]

− xi



(14)
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→ ⃗

At a given time, the force vector 𝑭 that represents the interaction between the two particles is
At a given
time, the force vector F that represents the interaction between the two particles is
⃗ ) with respect to the contact plane:
resolved into normal
(𝑭⃗ ) and shear component (𝑭
→
→

resolved into normal ( F N ) and shear component
( F T ) with respect to the contact plane:(17)
𝑭⃗ = 𝐾 𝑈

(18)
𝛿𝑭⃗ = −𝐾 ∙ 𝛿𝑈
→ stiffness at the contact, 𝛿𝑈 is the incremental shear
where, 𝐾 and 𝐾 are the normal and shear
n
F N = KN U
displacement, and 𝛿𝑭⃗ is the incremental shear force. The new shear contact force is determined by
summing the old shear force existing at the start of the time-step with the shear elastic force
increment:
(19)
𝑭⃗ ← 𝑭⃗ + 𝛿𝑭⃗ ≤ 𝜇 𝑭⃗
where 𝜇 is the coefficient of friction.
5.1 DEM Modelling of Geogrid-Reinforced Ballast
Figure 14 illustrates how the discrete element method is used to model geogrid-stabilized ballast

(17)
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→

δ F T = −KT ·δU s

(18)

where, K N and KT are the normal and shear stiffness at the contact, δU s is the incremental shear
→

displacement, and δ F T is the incremental shear force. The new shear contact force is determined by
summing the old shear force existing at the start of the time-step with the shear elastic force increment:
→

→

→

→

FT ← FT + δFT ≤ µ FN

(19)

where µ is the coefficient of friction.
5.1. DEM Modelling of Geogrid-Reinforced Ballast
Figure 14 illustrates how the discrete element method is used to model geogrid-stabilized
ballast aggregates in direct shear tests. The dimensions in this simulated model are the same as
the laboratory test (300 mm long × 300 mm wide × 200 mm high). Ballast grains of various shapes
and sizes are simulated by bonding many spherical balls together at suitable sizes and locations to
represent actual ballast angularity and shape (Figure 14a). A biaxial geogrid (40 mm × 40 mm) is
simulated by connecting small balls together (2 mm diameter at the ribs and 4 mm diameter at the
junctions) to replicate the geogrid tested in the laboratory (Figure 14b). Simulated large-scale direct
shear tests for fresh and fouled ballast (VCI = 40%) are presented in Figure 14c,d, respectively. The
micro-mechanical input parameters selected to model the ballast, geogrid, and fouling agents are listed
in Table 6 [56]. To quantify the level of fouling, the void contaminant index (VCI) introduced earlier by
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Figure 14. DEM model of geogrid-reinforced ballast: (a) simulated ballast aggregates; (b) geogrid; (c)

Figure 14. DEM model of geogrid-reinforced ballast: (a) simulated ballast aggregates; (b) geogrid;
fresh ballast; (d) fouled ballast (VCI = 40%) (modified after Ngo et al. [31]).
(c) fresh ballast; (d) fouled ballast (VCI = 40%) (modified after Ngo et al. [31]).
DEM simulations of direct shear tests are carried out under normal stresses of σn = 27, 51, and
75 kPa. Figure 15 compares the shear stress-strain response of geogrid-stabilized ballast predicted by
the DEM model with those measured in the laboratory, noting that the predicted data matches the
experimental results of fresh and fouled ballast. The strain softening behavior and volumetric
expansion under shearing are captured and indicate that the higher the normal stress (σn), the greater
the shear strength and the smaller the dilation [60]. The ability of geogrid to increase the shear
strength of ballast can be quantified by comparing the shear strengths of reinforced and unreinforced
ballast; this is mainly due to the interlocking effects between the ballast grains and the geogrid.
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DEM simulations of direct shear tests are carried out under normal stresses of σn = 27, 51, and
75 kPa. Figure 15 compares the shear stress-strain response of geogrid-stabilized ballast predicted
by the DEM model with those measured in the laboratory, noting that the predicted data matches
the experimental results of fresh and fouled ballast. The strain softening behavior and volumetric
expansion under shearing are captured and indicate that the higher the normal stress (σn), the greater
the shear strength and the smaller the dilation [60]. The ability of geogrid to increase the shear strength
of ballast can be quantified by comparing the shear strengths of reinforced and unreinforced ballast;
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Input Parameters
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Ballast Fouling
FoulingMaterials
Materials
Ballast
3)
Particle
density
(kg/m
3
Particle density (kg/m )
Coefficient
Coefficient
of frictionof friction
ContactContact
normal stiffness,
normal kstiffness,
n (N/m) kn (N/m)
2700 2700
1250
1250
ContactContact
shear stiffness,
s (N/m) ks (N/m)
shear kstiffness,
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
Contact normal stiffness of wall-particle (N/m)
8
0.52 × 10
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8
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×
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1010
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8
8
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normalbond
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knp (kPa/m)
8
8 8
8
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1×
1 ×1010
Parallel
bond shear
(kPa/m)knp (kPa/m)
Parallel
bondstiffness,
normalksp
stiffness,
8
1 × 10
1 × 108
Parallel bond normal strength, σnp (MPa)
Parallel bond shear stiffness, ksp (kPa/m)
Parallel bond shear strength, σsp (MPa)
Parallel bond normal strength, σnp (MPa)
Parallel bond shear strength, σsp (MPa)

5.2. Coupled Discrete-Continuum Modelling

Geogrid
Geogrid
800
800
0.50.5
7 7
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1010
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Ngo
et al. [31]
number of particles may limit the application of DEM to practical problems. For example, Ngo et al.
[31] simulated a typical laboratory test on fouled ballast and it took almost 500 h (using a high
performance computer) to complete the simulations for large-scale direct shear tests. Given the
exceedingly high computational time required to solve a practical geotechnical problem in DEM, it is
better to develop a combined discrete-continuum approach to fully utilize the advantages of the
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simulated a typical laboratory test on fouled ballast and it took almost 500 h (using a high performance
computer) to complete the simulations for large-scale direct shear tests. Given the exceedingly high
computational time required to solve a practical geotechnical problem in DEM, it is better to develop a
combined discrete-continuum approach to fully utilize the advantages of the discrete and continuum
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5.3. Cyclic Stress-Strain and Particle Breakage Responses
5.3. Cyclic Stress-Strain and Particle Breakage Responses
Figure 17 shows the predicted cyclic stresses with accumulated axial strains obtained from the
Figure 17 shows the predicted cyclic stresses with accumulated axial strains obtained from the
coupled DEM-FEM model at varying load cycles. The predicted axial strain increases by almost 3%
coupled DEM-FEM model at varying load cycles. The predicted axial strain increases by almost 3%
within the first 1000 load cycles, followed by a slight increase in the axial strains up to N = 5000 cycles,
and then it remained relatively stable to the end (N = 10,000 cycles). In fact, the cyclic hysteresis loops
decreased as the number of cycles increased, thus implying that the ballast specimen began to
respond more elastically through cyclic densification as time increased.
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6. Conclusions
6. Conclusions
The stress-strain behavior of the SFS+CW+RC matrix was examined using a number of static
The stress-strain behavior of the SFS+CW+RC matrix was examined using a number of static
triaxial tests. The test results indicated that the addition of RC increased the energy absorption
triaxial tests. The test results indicated that the addition of RC increased the energy absorption
characteristics and ductility of the waste matrix, which was an advantage by adding RC albeit the
characteristics and ductility of the waste matrix, which was an advantage by adding RC albeit the
slight reduction of the peak stress ratio. Moreover, it was found that the critical state parameters for
slight reduction of the peak stress ratio. Moreover, it was found that the critical state parameters for
each waste matrix were not unique as they varied with the amount of RC and the effective confining
each waste matrix were not unique as they varied with the amount of RC and the effective confining
pressures. To capture the energy absorbing property by adding RC, the energy input Wtotal was
pressures. To capture the energy absorbing property by adding RC, the energy input 𝑊
was
introduced, and an experimental relationship between Wtotal and Mcs could be established. Based
introduced, and an experimental relationship between 𝑊
and 𝑀 could be established. Based
on this empirical relationship, a dilatancy model for the waste matrix was developed and the model
on this empirical relationship, a dilatancy model for the waste matrix was developed and the model
predictions could corroborate well with the test results.
predictions could corroborate well with the test results.
In this paper, a novel approach to reinforce the upper sub-ballast (capping) with recycled rubber
In this paper, a novel approach to reinforce the upper sub-ballast (capping) with recycled rubber
tires to enhance track stability and longevity was also presented. Large-scale laboratory testing and
tires to enhance track stability and longevity was also presented. Large-scale laboratory testing and
FEM modelling of a capping layer reinforced with rubber tires revealed that they helped to reduce the
FEM modelling of a capping layer reinforced with rubber tires revealed that they helped to reduce
stress transmitted to the subgrade; in fact the recycled tires increased the stiffness of the capping layer
the stress transmitted to the subgrade; in fact the recycled tires increased the stiffness of the capping
by approximately 50%, and also reduced the breakage of ballast aggregates, despite the fact that this
layer by approximately 50%, and also reduced the breakage of ballast aggregates, despite the fact that
composite system had a higher energy dissipation capacity.
this composite system had a higher energy dissipation capacity.
The effect of geogrids and rubber mats on the mechanical response of railway ballast subject to
The effect of geogrids and rubber mats on the mechanical response of railway ballast subject to
large impact loads was investigated through a series of impact tests involving both unreinforced and
large impact loads was investigated through a series of impact tests involving both unreinforced and
geogrid-reinforced ballast samples. While the geogrid reinforcement plays a key role in curtailing the
geogrid-reinforced ballast samples. While the geogrid reinforcement plays a key role in curtailing the
lateral strains of ballast, it also provides a more stable granular assembly to maintain a greater contact
lateral strains of ballast, it also provides a more stable granular assembly to maintain a greater contact
area, hence distributing the internal loads more uniformly. The resilient rubber mats are effective in
area, hence distributing the internal loads more uniformly. The resilient rubber mats are effective in
reducing the impact-induced forces and associated ballast breakage. This study therefore suggests that
reducing the impact-induced forces and associated ballast breakage. This study therefore suggests
the use of geogrids and rubber mats in tandem (i.e., in the form of under sleeper pads) offers a sound
that the use of geogrids and rubber mats in tandem (i.e., in the form of under sleeper pads) offers a
solution to optimize track stability and longevity under severe impact loading.
sound solution to optimize track stability and longevity under severe impact loading.
DEM modelling of ballast stabilized with geogrid indicated a system of improved shear strength.
DEM modelling of ballast stabilized with geogrid indicated a system of improved shear strength.
A coupled discrete-continuum approach was used to examine the load and deformation of ballast
A coupled discrete-continuum approach was used to examine the load and deformation of ballast
where the grains were simulated by DEM, and the subgrade/capping was simulated by FEM. Irregular
where the grains were simulated by DEM, and the subgrade/capping was simulated by FEM.
shaped grains were simulated in DEM by bonding a predetermined amount of balls together to mimic
Irregular shaped grains were simulated in DEM by bonding a predetermined amount of balls
the appropriate angularity, size and shape of particles. Data on the load and deformation responses
together to mimic the appropriate angularity, size and shape of particles. Data on the load and
from the coupled DEM-FEM model were comparable with experimental data, indicating that the
deformation responses from the coupled DEM-FEM model were comparable with experimental data,
proposed model could simulate the load and displacement of ballast subjected to cyclic loading.
indicating that the proposed model could simulate the load and displacement of ballast subjected to
The evolution of contact forces and stress contours that developed in the ballast assemblies captured at
cyclic loading. The evolution of contact forces and stress contours that developed in the ballast
assemblies captured at various stages of cyclic loading showed that the contact force was distributed
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various stages of cyclic loading showed that the contact force was distributed non-uniformly across
the specimens when the maximum force occurs directly under the sleepers; this leads to an increased
number of broken bonds.
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